LOW PRESSURE
MISTING RINGS
Misting systems have been a very popular choice for outdoor
cooling in the United States and other parts of the world for over
30 years. Ozmist pioneered the introduction of High Pressure
Misting Systems to the Australian market 10 years ago.
In that time we have developed a vast array of quality products
that are used to cool anything from workshops, factories, shops
and outdoor areas. You may have seen our products used at the
Clipsal 500 in Adelaide, Melbourne F1 Grand Prix, Indy Cars in
Brisbane to name just a few.
Due to popular demand Ozmist Total Climate Solutions has
introduced a Low Pressure Domestic Misting System
developed to be used with a high velocity fan and a garden
hose.
Ozmist Low Pressure Misting Systems use the principle
of evaporation to create a significant temperature reduction.
Evaporation combined with fan forced air creates a

Misting Ring attaches
to front of existing fan.

“cool change” when ever you need it. Low pressure misting
fans are perfect for use at home – on verandah’s around the
BBQ, beside the pool. The options are endless. Made in
Australia from high pressure components they designed to last
for years.
Each misting ring is 450mm in diameter and has three specially
designed brass nozzles that create a fine mist when used with
a garden hose. The ring is cable tied to the front of fan with
the supplied ties. A snap on hose fitting is fitted to each ring –
Simply connect to a garden hose and enjoy the cool, refreshing
mist anywhere you want.

Call your OZmist distributor to arrange delivery of your low pressure misting ring.

DISTRIBUTOR:

OZMIST HEAD OFFICE - 17-19 Muntz St, Wangaratta, Vic. 3677.
t: 1300 306 478 f: 03 5722 3590
TOTAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

email: info@ozmist.com.au web: www.ozmist.com.au

OZMIST LOW PRESSURE MISTING RINGS
Due to popular demand Ozmist Total Climate Solutions has introduced a
Low Pressure Domestic Misting System developed to be used with a high velocity
fan and a garden hose.
Ozmist Low Pressure Misting Systems use the principle of evaporation to create
a significant temperature reduction.
Evaporation combined with fan forced air creates a “cool change” when ever you
need it. Low pressure misting fans are perfect for use at home – on verandah’s
around the BBQ, beside the pool. The options are endless. Made in Australia from
high pressure components they designed to last for years.
Each misting ring is 450mm in diameter and has three specially designed brass
nozzles that create a fine mist when used with a garden hose. The ring is cable tied
to the front of fan with the supplied ties. A snap on hose fitting is fitted to each ring
– Simply connect to a garden hose and enjoy the cool, refreshing mist anywhere
you want.

Misting Ring attaches
to front of existing fan.

Misting systems have been a very popular choice for outdoor cooling in the United
States and other parts of the world for over 30 years. Ozmist pioneered the
introduction of High Pressure Misting Systems to the Australian market 10 years
ago.
In that time we have developed a vast array of quality products that are used to cool
anything from workshops, factories, shops and outdoor areas. You may have seen
our products used at the Clipsal 500 in Adelaide, Melbourne F1 Grand Prix, Indy
Cars in Brisbane to name just a few.

Call your OZmist distributor to arrange delivery of your low pressure misting ring.
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